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Abstract: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is associated with significant risk of heart failure and 

consequent death. Its episodic appearance, the wide variety of arrhythmias exhibiting 

irregular AF-like RR intervals and noises accompanying the ECG acquisition, impede the 

reliable AF detection. Therefore, the Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2017 organizers 

encourage the development of methods for classification of short, single-lead ECG as AF, 

normal sinus rhythm (NSR), other rhythm (OR), or noisy signal (NOISE). This study presents 

a set of 118 time and frequency domain feature including descriptors of the RR and 

PP intervals; QRS and P-wave amplitudes; ECG behavior within the TQ intervals, deviation 

of the TQ and PQRST segments from their first principle component analysis vector; 

dominant frequency; regularity index, width and area of the power spectrum estimated for 

the ECG signal with eliminated QRS complexes. Three classification techniques have been 

applied over the 118 ECG features – linear discriminant analysis (LDA), classification tree 

(CT) and neural network (NN) approach. The scores over a test subset are: (i) FNSR = 0.81; 

FAF = 0.61; FOR = 0.53, F1 = 0.65 for CT, which is the most simple model; (ii) FNSR = 0.82; 

FAF = 0.62; FOR = 0.53, F1 = 0.66 for LDA, which is the model with the most reproducible 

accuracy results; (iii) FNSR = 0.86; FAF = 0.74; FOR = 0.57, F1 = 0.72 for NN, which is the 

most accurate model. 

 

Keywords: Normal sinus rhythm, Atrial fibrillation, Other rhythm, Noise, Neural network, 

Classification tree, Linear discriminant analysis. 

 

Introduction 
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common sustained cardiac tachyarrhythmia, with incidence 

increasing from 0.5% at age of 40-50 years up to 5-15% for 80 years old people [20]. It is 

characterized by uncoordinated atrial activation and deterioration of atrial mechanical 

function, associated with significant risk of heart failure and consequent death [11, 21, 27].  

 

There are three general approaches for AF detection: 

- Atrial activity analysis associated with investigation of the TQ interval for presence of 

multiple P-waves [8, 10] or absence of P-waves [4, 15]; 
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- Ventricular response analysis associated with RR intervals investigation via 

assessment of their median absolute deviation [18], irregularity [23], sample entropy 

[16], etc.;  

- Combination of independent data from the atrial and ventricular contractions analyses 

[2, 24].  

 

A comparative study of AF detection methods [17] highlights the techniques based on 

analysis of RR interval irregularity as the most robust against noise, providing the highest 

sensitivity and specificity, while the combination of RR and atrial activity analysis assures the 

highest positive predictive value. 

 

The ECG analyses for AF detection are performed either in the time [2, 5, 6, 8, 15, 16, 18, 

23, 24] or in the frequency domain, where the dominant AF frequency is usually assessed 

over a signal with extracted QRS-T complexes [26, 29]. 

 

Considering the episodic appearance of AF, the wide variety of arrhythmias exhibiting 

irregular AF-like RR intervals and the diverse noises accompanying the ECG acquisition, the 

organizers of the Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2017 encouraged the promotion of 

methods for classification of short single lead ECG as AF, normal sinus rhythm (NSR), other 

rhythm (OR), or noisy signal (NOISE). A total of 75 independent teams entered the Challenge 

by applying a variety of traditional and novel methods for the solution of this multi-type 

arrhythmia classification problem [7]. Fifteen of these studies (i.e., 20%) were included in the 

dedicated to the Challenge special issue of Physiological Measurements. The presented 

decisions were based on assessment of morphological features [1, 3, 6, 12, 25, 31-33]; rhythm 

descriptors [3, 6, 19, 31-33]; frequency domain parameters [12, 19, 28] and statistical 

characteristics [1, 19, 30]. The applied rhythm classifiers were discriminant analysis [6, 28]; 

decision trees [3, 13, 30, 31, 33]; support vector machines [1, 12, 19, 31] and neural networks 

[22, 25, 28, 32-35]. 

 

The aim of this study is to assess and present the potential of a significant number of time and 

frequency domain features for discrimination between AF, NSR, OR and NOISE and to 

compare the performance of different decision making approaches. 

 

ECG databases 
The ECG signals used for training and validation of the designed methods are from the 

PhysioNet/CinC Challenge 2017 database. It contains single-lead ECGs recorded via 

AliveCor device at 300 Hz sampling rate. The recordings are separated to two independent 

datasets:  

- Training dataset, which contains 8528 ECGs annotated in four classes according to the 

rhythm type and signal quality:  

• 5076 NSR signals, which are 59.5% of the training dataset; 

• 758 AFs, which are 8.9% of the training dataset; 

• 2415 ORs, which are 28.3% of the training dataset; 

• 279 NOISE signals, which are 3.3% of the training dataset. 

 

The duration of the ECG recordings is in the range (9-61 s), approximately the same for 

all class annotation.  
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- Test dataset, containing 3658 ECGs unavailable to the public, including:  

• 2437 NSR signals, which are 66.6 % of the training dataset;  

• 286 AFs, which are 7.8% of the training dataset;  

• 683 ORs, which are 18.7% of the training dataset;  

• 252 NOISE signals, which are 6.9% of the training dataset.  

 

The test dataset has been used by the Challenge organizers for scoring purposes. 

 

There are three versions of the annotations of the PhysioNet/CinC Challenge 2017 database 

and the listed above numbers correspond to the third version [7]. 

 

Method 
The module for discrimination between NSR, AF, OR and NOISE in a single-lead ECG is 

developed in Matlab (MathWorks Inc.) and is presented in Fig. 1. It implements a 

preprocessing stage, feature extraction procedures and rhythm classification block embedding 

classification tree (CT), linear discriminant analysis (LDA) or neural network classifier (NN). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Flow chart of the module for discrimination between AF, NSR, OR and NOISE 

 

ECG preprocessing 
The ECG preprocessing includes high-pass filter with cut-off frequency 1 Hz for baseline 

wander elimination and a comb filter with first zeroes at 50 Hz for power-line interference 

suppression.  

 

Feature extraction procedures 
Aiming to estimate the differences between the four analyzed classes we elaborated feature 

extraction procedures for calculation of a redundant feature set based on QRS and P-wave 

detection and evaluation; Principal Component Analysis (PCA) over the PQRST and TQ 

segments, and TQ-segment processing in the time and frequency domain.  
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Ventricular beats analysis 
The time domain analysis starts with ventricular beats (VB) detection and classification based 

on heuristic algorithm including two main criteria:  

1. Real-time evaluation of steep edges and sharp peaks for detection of normal QRS 

complexes;  

2. Identification of ectopic beats via RR interval and waveform analysis.  

 

Detailed description of the procedure for ventricular beats detection and classification could 

be found in [9]. The stability of the detected ventricular contractions is assessed via 

calculation of:  

- 16 amplitude and temporal features describing the heartbeats and the underlying ECG 

rhythm, including: 

• Statistical descriptors of the amplitudes of all VBs (4 features) – mean 

(MeanAmpVB), minimal (MinAmpVB), maximal (MaxAmpVB) values and 

standard deviation (StdAmpVB). Higher StdAmpVB is expected for OR and 

NOISE groups. Higher value of MaxAmpVB is presumed for some NOISE 

signals.  

• Statistical descriptors of the amplitudes of the normal beats (4 features) – mean 

(MeanAmpN), minimal (MinAmpN), maximal (MaxAmpN) values and 

standard deviation (StdAmpN). Higher StdAmpN would give a hint for 

erroneous heartbeat detection due to existence of noise.  

• Statistical descriptors of the RR-intervals of all VBs (4 features) – mean 

(MeanRRVB), minimal (MinRRVB), maximal (MaxRRVB) values and 

standard deviation (StdRRVB). Lower value of MeanRRVB would suggest for 

possible tachycardia (part of the OR class), while higher StdRRVB is a sign for 

either irregular ECG rhythm (OR) or existence of noise that disturbs the correct 

heartbeat detection.  

• Statistical descriptors of the RR-intervals of all N-beats (4 features) – mean 

(MeanRRN), minimal (MinRRN), maximal (MaxRRN) values and standard 

deviation (StdRRN). Again lower value of MeanRRN is expected for OR 

signals and higher StdRRN for ECGs annotated as NOISE.  

- N beats ratio (NBeats) (1 feature), expected to present higher values for NSR 

compared to OR:  

 

N VBNBeats 100 Number /Number , (%) .  

 

- Probability the rhythm to be AF based on assessment of the RR irregularity 

(1 feature). Based on our observations, the following values are assigned to AF:  

 

80 if (MaxRR_VB-MeanRR_VB) 200 ms,

60 if 200 ms (MaxRR_VB-MeanRR_VB) 160 ms,
AF, (%) =

0 if (MaxRR_VB-MeanRR_VB) 80 ms,

40 otherwise.
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Atrial beats analysis 
The P-waves are identified via the P-wave detector described in [6] which uses a synthesized 

P-wave template and applies modified convolution between its samples and moving signal 

intervals, thus searching for P-wave patterns.  

 

The stability of the detected atrial contractions is assessed via calculation of 11 features:  

- Statistical descriptors of the P-waves amplitudes (4 features), including mean 

(MeanAmpP), minimal (MinAmpP), maximal (MaxAmpP) values and standard 

deviation (StdAmpP) – higher value of StdAmpP is presumed for AF compared to 

NSR.  

- Statistical descriptors of the intervals between consecutive P-waves (4 features), 

including mean (MeanPPint), minimal (MinPPint), maximal (MaxPPint) values and 

standard deviation (StdPPint) – lower MeanPPint and higher StdPPint are supposed 

for AF compared to NSR and OR.  

- Mean value and standard deviation of the P-waves number in each RR interval 

(2 features): MeanPcountRRint, StdPcountRRint – higher values of both parameters 

are expected for AF compared to NSR.  

- Percentage of RR intervals with two or more detected P-waves (1 feature) – 

DoubleP, (%). 

 

PCA analysis 
PCA is used for assessment of the ECG beat-to-beat irregularity. The PCA is applied over the 

PQRST and the TQ segments wrapped respectively between:  

- PQRST: (QRSindex – 0.25 SR) and (QRSindex + 0.5SR MeanRR_VB/SR) ; 

- TQ: (QRSindex – 0.8 MeanRR_VB) and (QRSindex – 100 ms), enclosing the T-wave, 

P-wave and atrial fibrillation waves (if present).  

 

Two features representing the mean value of the deviation between the samples of the 

respective segments and the corresponding samples of its first PCA vector (Fig. 2) are 

calculated using the formula:  

 

 
2

1

1 1

( ) ( )

 =

LenECGint NbVB

i j

ECGint i, j PCA i

NbVB
MeanDevECGint

LenECGint

 


 

, 

 

where LenECGint is the length of the analyzed ECG interval (PQRST or TQ), NbVB is the 

number of analyzed VBs, ECG(i, j) is the ith ECG sample of the jth VB, PCA1(i) is the  

ith sample of the first PCA vector.  

 

The features are:  

- MeanDevPQRST = MeanDevECGint, when ECGint is the PQRST segment. Before 

MeanDevPQRST calculation all PQRST segments are normalized towards the 

maximal absolute value of PQRST first PCA vector. This feature is supposed to be 

appropriate for NSR vs. OR discrimination, as well as for noise detection considering 

the expected PQRST waveform variability in OR and NOISE signals.  

- MeanDevTQ = MeanDevECGint, when ECGint is the TQ segment. This feature is 

supposed to be representative for the NOISE signals.  
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d) 

Fig. 2 Examples of: (a) NSR; (b) AF; (c) OR; (d) NOISE;  

the respective TQ, PQRST segments (in blue) and TQ, PQRST first PCA vectors (in red).  

The detected normal beats are marked with blue asterisks (*),  

ectopic beats with blue circles (o), and P-waves with red asterisks (*). 

 
TQ-segment analysis 
Considering that the AF influences the waveforms appearing between the T-wave end and the 

Q-wave by mimicking ventricular fibrillation (VF) like patterns, two analysis procedures 

typical for VF detection are applied over the ECG signals after elimination of the  

QRS-T segments (i.e., over the TQ intervals) and the following features are calculated in the 

time domain:  

- TQ-signal complexity (C) estimated via the following procedure:  

• Conversion of the ECG segment to a binary string 0/1 by comparison with a 

suitably selected threshold. The mean value of the ECG data points in the 

analyzed window is calculated and is subtracted from each ECG sample, thus 

generating a new signal – ECGnew. Vp and Vn are the positive and negative peak 

values in ECGnew, respectively. Pc and Nc are the number of ECGnew values in 

the interval [0 < xi < 0.1Vp] and [0.1Vn < xi < 0], respectively.  

If (Pc + Nc) < 0.4n (n is the number of samples in the analyzed ECG window) 

the threshold is selected to be Td = 0; else if Pc < Nc, Td = 0.2Vp, otherwise 

Td = 0.2Vn. The ECG data is converted in a string by the following logical rule: 

if ECGnew(i) < Td, Si = 0, else Si = 1.  

• Computation of the complexity measure by scanning the binary string S from 

left to right and increasing a counter c(n) = c(n) + 1 each time when a new 

subsequence of 0 and 1 is encountered.  

• Computation of the normalized 
( )

 =
( )

c n
C

b n
, where 

2

( ) =
logn

n
b n  is the asymptotic 

behavior of c(n) for a random string.  

- Detailed description of the method for calculation of C could be found in [36]. C is 

calculated for the first, the middle and last 6 s segment of the TQ signal and the 

median value is further considered (1 feature). This feature is expected to present 

higher values for AF signals.  
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- TQ-signal leakage after application of a narrow band-stop filter over 3 s segments of 

the TQ-signal adjusted at its main frequency [14]. The TQ-signal is considered to be 

of quazi-sinusoidal in case of AF and its mean period is obtained from the equation:  
 

1

1

1

2

len

i

i

len

i i

i

TQ

T

TQ TQ

 












, 

 

where TQ(i) are the TQ-signal samples and len is the number of data points in the 

analyzed interval, i.e., 3 s. 

 

The narrow band-stop filter is simulated by combining the TQ-signal data with a copy 

of the data shifted by half a period. The leakage is computed as: 
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. 

 

For assessment of the entire TQ-signal we consider the statistical descriptors of the 

Leak values (4 features) – mean (MeanLeakTQ), minimal (MinLeakTQ), maximal 

(MaxLeakTQ) values and standard deviation (StdLeakTQ), which are supposed to be 

low for AF signals. 

 

The frequency domain analysis of the TQ-signal included calculation of its power spectrum 

(PS) over 4 s non-overlapping intervals and estimation of the following spectral features: 

- Dominant frequency (DF), which is the frequency corresponding to the maximum PS 

power in the range (3-15) Hz [26]. The mean (MeanDF), minimal (MinDF), maximal 

(MaxDF) DF values and the DF standard deviation (StdDF) calculated over the entire 

TQ-signal are further considered (4 features).  

- Regularity index (RI), calculated according to [26], which quantifies the sharpness of 

the dominant peak in PS: 
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.  

 

The mean (MeanRI), minimal (MinRI), maximal (MaxRI) RI values and RI standard 

deviation over the entire TQ-signal are involved into analysis (4 features).  

- Spectral width at nine different levels (0.1 to 0.9) of the maximum power in the range 

(3-15) Hz – mean (MeanSpecWidth_level), minimal (MinSpecWidth_level), maximal 

(MaxSpecWidth_level), and standard deviation (StdSpecWidth_level) values are 

measured, i.e., 9×4 features.  

- Spectral area between the first and the last cross of nine different levels (0.1 to 0.9) of 

the maximum power in the range (3-15) Hz – again the mean (MeanAreaWidth_level), 
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minimal (MinAreaWidth_level), maximal (MaxAreaWidth_level), and standard 

deviation (StdAreaWidth_level) values are applied, i.e., 9×4 features. 

 

Decision making 
The decision making in this study is performed by applying three independent classification 

approaches over the feature set – LDA and CT during the official Challenge phase, and NN in 

the follow-up phase. 

 

Linear discriminant analysis  

The detection of NOISE is performed via a single threshold rule MeanDevTQ ≥ 0.5, 

which minimally influences the correct classification of the NSR, AF, OR rhythms 

(see the distribution in Fig. 3, section Results). The remaining three rhythm types are 

discriminated via stepwise analysis of LDA models. 

 

Three linear discriminant functions are calculated: 
 

1

( ) ( )
n

NSR NSR NSR

i

F w i feature i a


  , 

 

AF

n

i

AFAF aifeatureiwF 
1

)()( , 

 

OR

n

i

OROR aifeatureiwF 
1

)()( . 

 

Here FNSR, FAF, FOR are related to the possibility the rhythm described by the feature vector to 

be NSR, AF, OR, respectively, while NSRw , AFw , ORw , and NSRa , AFa , ORa  are the 

corresponding discriminant coefficients and constants. Stepwise linear discriminant analysis 

is applied for iterative selection of non-redundant feature set and the rhythm is classified 

according to the maximal discriminant function. 

 

Classification tree  

The noise detection is performed via a single threshold rule MeanDevTQ ≥ 0.5, which 

minimally influences the correct detection of the NSR, AF, OR rhythms (see the distribution 

in Fig. 3, section Results). The three rhythm types are discriminated via a CT model, 

generated and pruned by means of the statistical package Statistica (v. 12.3, Dell Inc.), using 

the following settings:  

- Three categories of the classification variable according to the rhythm type: NSR, AF, 

OR;  

- Splitting based on Gini index;  

- Optimal prior probabilities for NSR vs. AF vs. OR – 0.4 vs. 0.2 vs. 0.4;  

- Pruning criterion based on misclassification rate; 

- Apriori probabilities – 0.4 for NSR and OR, 0.2 for AF. 

 

Neural networks  

Multilayer Neural Network architecture with Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation 

algorithm is applied. The NN’s performance function was computed by mean squared 

normalized error. 
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In order to maintain the generalization property, the training procedure stops if the validation 

performance degrades for a number of 6 consecutive iterations. 

 

Two architectures with two hidden layers were tested: 

- A1 – 118 input nodes, first hidden layer with 8 nodes, second hidden layer with 

4 nodes, and 4 output nodes (NSR, AF, OR, NOISE);  

- A2 – 118 input nodes, first hidden layer with 16 nodes, second hidden layer with 

4 nodes, and 4 output nodes (NSR, AF, OR, NOISE).  

 

Two strategies have been used for improving the generalization property and the achieved 

accuracy: 

- Introduction of duplicated patients in the learning procedure, in order to have 

homogeneous composition, and to assure similar consistency/weight of all the classes. 

- Application of multiple NNs and classification based on a majority rule as the 

decision-making system (the most voted classification). 

 

We designed four rhythm classifiers based on different number of NNs:   

- 3 NN with  A1 architecture;  

- 6 NN with A1 architecture; 

- 7 NN with A1 architecture; 

- 6 ANN with A1 (3) and A2 (3) architecture. 

 

The various NNs are chosen from a forest of NN with the choice of the best 3, 6 or 7 NNs 

based on their performance on the training database. An optimal version of majority rule in a 

plurality system was obtained by a simple algorithm – the sum of the 4 outputs of the 

considered group of NN’s, which has the particular property of the presence of an implicit 

order. The rhythm with highest value corresponds to the output with highest confidence. For 

the majority of the ECGs, the different NN in the considered group show a high agreement in 

the classification. The 6 ANN model provided the best results over the training dataset and it 

is further considered. For 63% of records, the output of the 6 NNs produce the same 

classification, while in 92.3% of cases at least 4 of 6 NN perform the same classification. 

 

Accuracy assessment 
The comparison of feature distributions for each pair of ECG classes is done in Statistica 

(Dell Inc.) via Student’s t-test. A value of p ≤ 0.05 is considered statistically significant. 

 

Evaluation of the Challenge entries is done by rhythm specific ( RHYTHMF ) and common (F1) 

score, proposed by the Challenge organizers and calculated as: 

 

2

2

RHYTHM
RHYTHM

RHYTHM RHYTHM RHYTHM

TP
F

TP FN FP


 
, 

 

1
3

NSR AF ORF F F
F

 
 , 

 

where TP, FN, FP stand for true positive, false negative, false positive detections. 
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A standard accuracy estimator is also calculated for the training dataset as follows: 

 

RHYTHM
RHYTHM

RHYTHM RHYTHM

TP
A

TP FN



. 

 

Results  
The examples in Fig. 2 illustrate the operation of the heartbeat detector and the P-wave 

detector together with the calculation of the PCA analysis features. 

 

The applied t-test showed statistically significant difference between the distribution of each 

feature for at least two of the ECG classes. 

 

The application of LDA, CT analysis and NN over the 118 features revealed their potential 

for multi-type arrhythmia classification. Table 1 represents the 15 features included in the CT, 

the first 15 features that were used by the stepwise LDA and 12 features indicated by the 

applied NNs. We tested the weights (absolute values) in the input layers of the 6 ANN model, 

and we considered the sum of absolute values of the 8 weights for every feature in 

A1 architecture, and the sum of absolute values of the 16 weights for every feature in 

A2 architecture. After sorting the weights’ sums for the 3 NN with A1 architecture and 3 NN 

with A2 architecture, the common features among the first 20 sorted for each NN are included 

in the table. Statistical distribution of the features is presented in Figs. 3-7. 

 
Table 1. Features highlighted by the LDA, CT and NN classifiers 

 Time-domain features Frequency-

domain 

features 
Model 

Ventricular 

beats 
Atrial beats PCA analysis TQ analysis 

LDA AF, (%)  

NBeats, (%) 

MinRRN 

MeanRRVB 

MaxAmpVB 

MeanAmpP  

MeanPPint 

StdPPint  

DoubleP, (%) 

StdPcount 

RRint 

MeanDevTQ 

MeanDevPQRST 

C StdRI 

MinSpecArea_04 

 

CT AF, (%) 

NBeats, (%)  

MeanRRN 

MinRRN  

StdRRVB  

StdRRN 

MeanPPint MeanDevPQRST 

MeanDevTQ 

MeanLeakTQ 

MinLeakTQ  

MeanPeriodTQ  

C 

MeanDF 

StdRI 

6 ANN MeanRRVB 

MinRRVB  

MaxRRVB  

MeanRRN 

MinRRN  

MeanPPint 

StdPPint 

MeanPcount 

RRint  

MeanAmpP 

MeanDevTQ C StdSpecArea_09 

Three multi-type arrhythmia classification models for discrimination between NSR, AF, OR 

and NOISE were trained and submitted for independent evaluation on the hidden test dataset: 

- CT model based on the 15 features listed in Table 1;  

- LDA model based on 57 features as follows: 
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• 15 time-domain features describing the ventricular beats behavior, including all 

statistical descriptors of the RR-intervals of VBs and N-beats (8 features); all 

statistical descriptors of the amplitudes of VBs (4 features); MinAmpN;  

Nbeats, (%); AF, (%); 

• 10 time-domain features describing the atrial beats behavior, including all 

statistical descriptors of the intervals between consecutive P-waves (4 features); 

MeanAmpP; MinAmpP; StdAmpP; MeanPcountRRint; StdPcountRRint; 

DoubleP, (%); 

• 5 TQ-signal features, including C; MeanLeakTQ; MinLeakTQ; MeanPeriodTQ; 

• 2 PCA features – MeanDevTQ; MeanDevPQRST; 

• 25 frequency-domain features – 10 representing the TQ-signal spectral width at 

different levels; 13 characterizing the TQ-signal spectral area between the first 

and the last cross of different levels; MeanDF, StdRI. 

- 6 ANN model based on all 118 features. 
 

 

 

Fig. 4 Quartile range (box) and (5-95)% range (whiskers)  

of the time-domain atrial beat features listed in Table 1 

NSR         AF          OR     NOISE NSR         AF          OR     NOISE NSR         AF          OR     NOISE 

NSR         AF          OR     NOISE 

Fig. 3 Quartile range (box) and (5-95)% range (whiskers)  

of the PCA analysis features listed in Table 1 

        NSR         AF          OR     NOISE 
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Fig. 5 Quartile range (box) and (5-95)% range (whiskers)  

of the time-domain ventricular beat features listed in Table 1 

NSR         AF          OR     NOISE NSR         AF          OR     NOISE 
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NSR         AF          OR     NOISE 

Fig. 6 Quartile range (box) and (5-95)%               

range (whiskers) of the time-domain TQ  

features listed in Table 1 

NSR         AF          OR     NOISE 

NSR         AF          OR     NOISE 

Fig. 7 Quartile range (box) and (5-95)% 

range (whiskers) of the frequency-domain 

features listed in Table 1 

NSR         AF          OR     NOISE 
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Table 2 presents the training accuracy for each of the 3 arrhythmia classification models. 

The Challenge scores achieved on the training and the hidden test dataset are presented in 

Table 3. The test results are shown for the total hidden test set (where available) and for a 

subset of the test set (27%). The last is done for two reasons: (i) only two of our entries are 

scored over the total test set by the Challenge organizers; (ii) for comparative purposes, since 

the competitors’ scores in [7] are reported only for the 27% subset of the test set.  

 

Table 2. Accuracy for classification of NSR, AF, OR, NOISE  

by LDA, CT and 6 ANN achieved during the training process 

 LDA CT 6 ANN 

ANSR 82.2% 78.0% 85.1% 

AAF 59.8% 60.3% 75.1% 

AOR 52.5% 66.1% 69.7% 

ANOISE 20.0% 35.8% 87.3% 
 

Table 3. Scores for classification of NSR, AF, OR, NOISE and common score achieved  

by LDA, CT and 6ANN on the training dataset and the hidden test dataset 

 
LDA CT 6 ANN 

Train Test (27%) Train Test (27%) Total test Train Test (27%) Total test 

FNSR 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.83 0.86 0.86 0.84 

FAF 0.60 0.62 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.72 0.74 0.66 

FOR 0.56 0.53 0.61 0.53 0.51 0.70 0.57 0.54 

FNOISE 0.30 NA 0.38 NA 0.36 0.73 NA NA 

F1 0.66 0.66 0.68 0.65 0.64 0.76 0.72 0.68 

NA – not available 

 
The Challenge organizers assessed average running time 10.3%, 10.8%, 12.9% of the quota 

for CT, LDA, 6 ANN, respectively. 

 

Discussion and conclusions  
This study is dedicated to the classification of ECG signals in four classes – NSR, AF, OR 

and NOISE. It investigates the potential application of time-domain and frequency-domain 

features as well as the reliability of three different classifiers. We tried to answer two general 

questions: 

1) Which features are suitable for solving this multi-type arrthythmia classification 

problem? 

Although the applied t-test showed statistically significant difference between the 

distributions of each feature for at least two of the ECG classes, for the four ECG 

types subjected to classification all features present considerably overlapping 

distributions (see the examples in Figs. 3-7). The time-domain features, especially 

those describing the ventricular and atrial beats (Figs. 4 and 5), show distinguishable 

behavior for NSR vs. AF – longer RR and PP intervals, higher P-wave amplitudes, 

smaller deviation of the PP intervals and the number of P-waves within one RR 

interval, lower DoubleP, (%), AF, (%) and MeanPcountRRint for NSR. The general 

complication comes from the fact that the values of these features calculated for the 

OR class, which contains wide variety of arrhythmia types, are similar to those typical 

either for NSR or for AF. The distributions of the PCA analysis features (Fig. 3) 

suggest their potential for detection of noisy ECG signals. Despite the great 

overlapping of the TQ-signal features and the frequency-domain features for all 
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classes, MeanLeakTQ, MinLeakTQ, MeanPeriodTQ, C, MeanDF, StdRI are included 

in the CT model; C, StdRI, MinSpecArea_04 are among the first involved by the 

stepwise LDA; and C, StdSpecArea_09 have one of the highest weights in the input 

layers of the 6ANN model. 

2) Which is the most appropriate classifier for such multi-type arrthythmia classification 

problem? 

The answer of this question is not unique, since it depends on several criteria, such as 

accuracy, complexity and reproducibility of the results. The best accuracy results 

(Tables 2 and 3) are achieved for the 6 ANN model. The complexity criterion 

indisputably highlights the CT model as the simplest one based on only 15 features. 

However, these two models show statistically significant score drop of 8% points 

(6 ANN) and 4% points (CT) between training and test performance. A possible 

reason for this drop could be the considerable changes in the test dataset annotations 

during the Challenge, which was accompanied with negligible changes in the training 

set annotations (v2 vs. v3, described in [7]). This inevitably leads to training on data 

which is not annotated by applying the criteria used for the test data labeling. LDA is 

the model with the best reproducibility showing equal scores for the training and the 

subset (27%) of the test dataset. 

 

The performance of all algorithms submitted to the Challenge is summarized in [7]. 

They provide scores between 0.86 and 0.20 on the 27% subset of the hidden test dataset for 

more than 120 Challenge entries. The scores show gradual decrease from 0.86 down to 0.5 for 

the first half of the ranked entries. Considering these officially announced Challenge 

algorithm performances our 6 ANN model, presenting score of 0.72, falls within the first 

25 entries. 

 

Despite some limitations of the Challenge competition, such as selection of not the most 

appropriate screening metric F1 and the disadvantages in the datasets annotations [7],  

the elaborated algorithms are a step forward in solving the non-trivial problem for multi-type 

arrhythmia classification. In this respect, this study demonstrates the potential of time and 

frequency domain features for discrimination between NSR, AF, OR and noisy ECGs as well 

as provides useful information about the applicability of CT, LDA and NN classification 

approaches in terms of simplicity, reproducibility and accuracy. 
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